Berry Burst Bracelet
A flat peyote stitched bracelet with lavish berry embellishment
An exclusive design from Laura McCabe ©2006

Step 1:

SUPPLIES

Creating the Peyote Stitch Base

Materials
• Japanese cylinder beads (aikos, treasures or delicas),
5 grams each of 3 colors
• Japanese 11°s, 10 grams of 1 color
• Japanese 15°s, 10 grams of primary color,
5 grams of 2 secondary colors
• Czech 15° metallic charlottes, 5 grams of 2 colors
(Japanese 15°s may also be used)
• 3mm and 4mm Swarovski crystal sequins
• 3mm magatamas, 10grams each of 2 colors
• assorted sizes, shapes and colors of fresh water pearls
(keshi, round, button, etc)
• 3mm round Swarovski crystal beads (article #5000)
• assorted crystal or glass flowers, ranging in size from
4mm to 8mm
• glass or crystal button or fresh water stick pearl
(for toggle like closure)

The first step in creating this bracelet is to weave
the even-count flat peyote stitch base which comprises
the wrist strap portion of the piece.

Notions

1

Begin by mixing 3 different color cylinder beads
together to make a mottled mix. Thread up a size
12 English beading needle with about 2 wingspans
of 6lb fireline and wax well. Be sure to leave about
12 to 15 inches of tail.
Pick up 12 cylinder beads (in random color order)
and begin peyote stitching back and forth until you
have completed 6 rows (count 3 beads up each side)
of peyote stitch. 1
12-15” tail

• size 12° English beading needles
• fireline, 6lb
• microcrystalline wax

Tools
• embroidery scissors

working thread

Berry Burst Bracelet
Now you are ready to weave the buttonhole. Begin
as if you were starting a 7th row of peyote stitch.
Pick up a bead, go through the high bead, pick up
a bead, go through the high bead. Then, turn around,
pick up a bead, and go through the high bead. Weave
back and forth in this manner, creating a strip of
peyote stitch which is 4 beads wide.

3

2
tail thread

The length of this strip will be determined by the
size of the button you are using for a closure. It
should be slightly longer than the diameter of the
button.
If you are using a stick pearl toggle rather than a
button closure, you will need to judge the length of
this strip, based on the size hole required to
accommodate the pearl.

2

tail thread exits to the
outside of the buttonhole

Once both tabs are the same length, you are ready
to connect them and continue weaving the wristband.
Using the thread, which is coming out of the first
tab, pick up 4 cylinder beads and go through the 4
bottom-most beads on the second tab. Tie the working
thread of the second tab to the working thread of
the first tab, to secure everything in place. 4

4
tail thread should
exit to the inside of
the buttonhole

Once you have achieved the desired length for this
tab, make sure the last row leaves your thread sitting
to the inside of the buttonhole. 2
Now, thread up the long tail you left at the
beginning of the peyote weaving. You will need to
zig-zag through the beadwork to position the thread
correctly. Peyote stitch back and forth to create a tab
four beads wide and as long as the first tab you
created on the other side of the buttonhole. Make
sure when you finish this tab, that the thread is to
the outside of the bracelet band. 3

Tie tails together

Continue on peyote stitching, 12 beads wide, as
before, until the wristband is of the desired length.
Remember to account for the overlap created by the
buttonhole.
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Step 2:

Step 4:

Embellishing the Edge of the Flat Peyote Base
Once the peyote-stitched band with buttonhole is
complete, you are ready to embellish the edges with
small picots. Edging is simple process, done by coming
out of the first bead
along the edge of
the band, picking up
3 size 15° seed beads
or charlottes, and
going back down
into the next bead
along the edge. Turn
around and come out of the 3rd bead along the
edge, pick up 3 more 15°s, and go back down into
the 4th bead along the edge. Continue in this manner
along the entire outer edge of the bracelet, to create
a delicate finish, which also covers up the threads
along the edge of the flat peyote stitch.

Step 3:

Attaching the button
Now that the band is
complete, you are ready to
attach the button. If you are
using a traditional shank back
button, you will want to
center it on the non-hole end
of the wrist band, and stitch it into place, reinforcing
it several times, as closures are always a stress point.
If you decide to opt for the stick
pearl toggle, you will want to pick
up one 11°, seven 15°s, the stick
pearl, seven more 15°s, and go
back down through the 11° and
into the wristband base. Again, as
with a button, you will want to be
sure to reinforce this connection
several times.
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The “Berry” Embellishments

KEY
Size 15°
seed bead
Size 11°
seed bead

The diagrams use these
colors to identify specific
sizes or types of beads.

Size 11°
Delica bead

Once the button (or
pearl toggle) has been
attached, you are ready
to move on to the fun
part — all the
embellishing!
Embellishing on this
bracelet is entirely free
form. It is done randomly across the top of the
wristband. I prefer to use a double threaded needle
with fireline for this portion of the project, because
it makes for more durable embellishments, however
if you are uncomfortable working with a double
thread, you can opt for a single thread.
Coming out of a cylinder bead in the peyote stitch
base, create one of the numerous types of floral
embellishments, and then go back into a nearby bead
in the base. While the possibilities for embellishment
are infinite, here are some of the primary ones that
work great for this project.

Sequin Embellishment

Crystal sequin (side view)

Crystal sequins (and even
vintage costuming sequins)
make great simple
embellishments on the
wristband base. You will
want to use 3mm or 4 mm
sequins, and one 15 to hold
each sequin in place.
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Floral Embellishments

KEY
Size 15°
seed bead
Size 11°
seed bead

Berry Embellishments

There are numerous varieties
of floral embellishments that
work great for this project,
including, but in no way limited
to, the few illustrated below.

3mm
magatama

Pick up
3- 11°s +
3- 15°s +
1 magatama + 3
more 15°s.
Go back
through
the last 11°

Keishi pearl
(center drilled)

Keishi pearl
(side drilled)

top drilled
crystal flowers
(orange)
Flower Cluster

pearl
glass
flower

3mm
crystal
rounds

Flower

Pick up + 3- 15°s + 1
magatama + 3 more 15°s.
Go back through the last
11°

The majority of the
embellishments on this
bracelet are “berry
clusters,” which are
comprised of 11°s, 15°s,
and magatamas. The
technique used to create
these is illustrated to the
left, and is a variation of
basic branch fringe. The
length of each cluster
should vary, to create a
more organic feel. The
bracelet in the
photograph has clusters
ranging in length from 3
11°s long to 15 11°s long.
How much of the
wristband you want to
leave exposed and how
much you want to cover
with embellishments is
entirely up to you. As you
work your way from one
end of the band to the
other, focus on creating an
organic feel by using a
random pattern of the
various types
of embellishments.

Pick up + 3- 15°s + 1 magatama + 3
more 15°s. Go back through the first
11° and back into the peyote base

Buds

Congratulations, you have finished your
Berry Burst Bracelet!!!

“Berry Burst Bracelet,” was intended as a gift from the artist, to her fellow bead people. Share the pattern
(available free online at www.justletmebead.com/happyholidays2006), and enjoy the project, but please, in keeping
with the original intent, do not teach, sell or otherwise use this project for financial gain. This project is copyrighted
to Laura McCabe, 2006, and is not to be taught, transmitted or copied without written permission from the artist.

Berry Burst Bracelet
What I Used
The particulars of what I used for the bracelet pictured are
as follows:
The wristband base: AIKOs 712, 712F and 714F, mixed
together, then edged with 15° sterling silver charlottes
The button closure: I opted for the pearl toggle, and used
a side
drilled purple stick pearl.
The embellishments:
• magatamas: DPF35 (clear, gold lined) and DPF42
(topaz/purple lined), mixed
• keshi pearls; mall gold center-drilled, small purple
center-drilled, larger gold top-drilled
• crystal sequins: 3mm light vitrail and 4mm light vitrail
• 3mm round crystals (article #5000), violet opal
• 6mm(?) top drilled crystal flowers (article #?), violet
• size 11°s: etched peach dichroic lined (toho #)
• size 15° seed beads:
- toho #206 (amethyst gold luster)
- 465 C (opal gilt lined)
- F23 (semi matte orchid purple)
• size 15° Czech charlottes: 24K gold
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